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Summary

We examine statistical frameworks with astro-
nomical solution spaces where the independence
requirement constitutes a significant additional
challenge for standard optimization methodolo-
gies.
•We design a hybrid metaheuristic with
specialized intensification and diversification
protocols in the base search algorithm

•we extend our algorithm to the
high-performance-computing realm

•We experimentally demonstrate our
algorithm’s effectiveness

Introduction

We examine issues that arise with large-scale opti-
mization applications, specifically at the intersection
of computational and statistical models. We pro-
pose a hybrid metaheuristic approach tailored to 1)
augment the exploration capabilities necessary for
a massive solution space as well as to 2) overcome
the obstacles that arise with additional complexity.
We develop intensification and diversification (I&D)
protocols, and demonstrate these two strategies in a
massively parallel computing environment.

Challenges

•Reformulate from statistical model with
underlying assumptions to computational or
optimization framework

•Solution space is heroically large. If there are 100
units from which to choose a subset of 10, there
are

(100
10
)

= 1.73× 1013 possible subsets. Actual
substantive problems are much larger.

•Statistical application needs to identify a large set
of independent solutions satisfying particular
goodness threshold (not a single optimal solution)

Statistical Application

NP-Hard Problem. The Optimal Subset Selec-
tion problem translates directly to the problem of
making causal inferences from observational data.
Goal: Find putatively as-if-randomized data sub-
sets that resemble data that might have emerged
from a randomized control trial.
Identify: Control groups, as measured by covariate
randomization tests, that are similar to the treat-
ment group. These control subsets satisfy the selec-
tion on observables (SOO) assumption:
Assumption 1:

P (T, Y (0) | X) = P (T | X)P (Y (0) | X)
P (T, Y (1) | X) = P (T | X)P (Y (1) | X) , and

Assumption 2: 0 < P (T = 1 | X = x) < 1

Objective function: A measure of co-
variate balance or similarity, e.g., b =∑C
i=1wi
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Hybrid Metaheuristic with
Diversification and Intensification

Protocols

Base sequential evolutionary algorithm
Diversification: purpose is to send processors to
different parts of the solution space
•Global Tabu directs processor effort, preventing
overlapping searches

• scatter(), invoked at regular intervals, invoked at
particular solution quality, queries other
processors exceeding that solution quality. If
searching in similar region, scatters to another
area.

Intensification: Collaborative hill climbing at dif-
ficult points in the optimization. Adaptive to diffi-
culty in search. Invoked when no new elite identified
for 200 iterations. Other processors probabilistically
choose to provide aid. Probability rises as number
of iterations without new elite rises.

Scalable Hybrid Metaheuristic

Our scalable evolutionary algorithm with intensification and diversification protocols, particularly effective
and designed for statistical modeling, utilizes multiple processors to collaboratively hill climb, broadcast
messages to one another about the landscape characteristics, diversify across the landscape, and requests
aid in climbing particularly difficult peaks.

Experimental Results

Table 1: Experiments using Diversification and Intensification Protocols

Number of Diversification Time (in seconds) Intensification
Processors Off 0.03 0.10 0.50 1.0 On

128 51015.44 2543.64 2282.84 2467.94 2378.25 72000.00+
256 24960.13 1192.03 1243.31 1581.60 1709.57 12371.78
512 11753.56 516.16 614.73 839.83 1257.22 3970.31

1024 7949.98 405.83 388.88 836.94 1030.72 1248.74

Findings and Future Directions

•Diversification offers significant improvement
• Intensification is not as effective as diversification,
but is significantly better than no intensification

•Scalable with approximate linear speedup

•Need to design better integration of two protocols.
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